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1. ИИШМХЯ101

In t h i s sad eubaequent communications w« «hall study tht

quantum systems described by an Hajalltonlan of the

where the potential W C^£.... (LA is a funotion of ара»

oial type*

Tor the first time in 1961-74 a number of exact reaulta

were obtained on the type of ware functions, spectrua and

the nature of scattering for one-dimensional many-body pro-

blem, i.e. for a potential of the type»

Systems with the function

E and

in [7-13] , and systems of the type

in |14J .

In a recent publication |15j belonging tc the same

series of papers, a system with the function

has been tcveetigated» while * three-body system with

impaired Interaction

кате been studied in [1-6J > j

systems of the type [

g* (i.4) I



(1.7)

and a function Vfj) of the type (1.5) and (1.4) пата ba«n

investigated in(i6,17j . ..

Recently, fha complete integrablllty of several classi-

cal Haslltonlaa systems with finite number of degree* of

freedom has bean demonstrated, using tha new technique of

isospeotral deformation applied first in tha theory of

Korteweg-de-Vries equation, The first coianinlc&tlon in this

direction for functions V(|) of the types (1.4) and (1.6)

«as published by Moser (18] * References to other works can

be tv-ъй in [19] . Potentials % $ х , ••$!.)
 p f

 **»•

type (1«2) with V(£\ of the types (1.4) and (1.5) aaee

particular oases of potentials inTariant with respect to a

finite group generated by reflections, the so-called Cozeter

group, they are constructed with the help of the reot sys-

tem of Cozeter group [19,22] . In particular, for the poten-

tial (1.2), the Coxeter group is a permutation group (of the

type Ai^yt while for the potential (1.7), it is a group

of the type &2. • T h e general Soda lattices associated with

arbitrary Cozeter groups hare'been studied in (23j •

- In {.19, 20, 21] causes for the complete integrabillty

of this type of classical systems пате been established. In

particular, it has been shown that free motion on the sym-

metric space Xt*&l*(h
t
C)fSU.th) corresponds to a ays-

tern with a potential of the type (1.2) related to Lie alge-

bra of the type Jlh*i and the fuactlont .



while functions of the type (1.4) and (1.6) are associated

with its dual to Cartan spaces Xj, and Л», • Thia re»

lationehip gave a neans to generalise the class o*

under consideration and to completely integrate tht Bamil-

ton equations, using the aethod of projection of f**e mo-

tion [20,21] .

This method lies .in the following: free motion of a

point along geodesic line (geodesic flow) on symmetric врасев

of zero, negative,and positive curvatures X » X , X

(ere along an ellipse in the space Л ) is considered. It

is projected on Some convex polyhedral angle (Weyl chanber)

in the ease of spacea X and X *
 e n d o n eoB

* polyhedron

for the apace X . After projection, we obtain the motion

in Weyl chamber (Weyl alcove), which is no longer free, but

in a potential field of potential energy Ц (fy± ... £
л
] .

We shall illustrate this idea with some simple examples.

1) Let a particle of unit mass more freely with a

oentua pe on a two-dimensional plane JEC - \^i/y» Then

the radial motion is described by the Eamiltonian:

H*|{»**fl4"
2
 (1.9)

where _,

The Weyl chamber here is the half-plane

2) For a two-dia»aflional ieotropic oecillator of fre- i

queue? CO » »• obtain a elailar Hamlltoniaa: d

3) Tor free motion of a particle moving over the upper

sheet of a two-sheet hyperbolold 01 , we obtain:



(1.11)

4) for fret notion of a particle отег a one-sheet hyper-

bolid, we Ъате

5) Per free notion of a partiele over a two-dJjaensienal

spheres

A slsdlar ooosideratlon fcr aore complicated syanetric

spaces gives an effeotive aeane for Integrating the Hamilton

equations in non-trivial oasee.

fhe aia of thia paper ie tc extend Vkua approach to quan>

tun case. Thie i.e aohiered owing to the relationehip eeta-

bliehed by ue between the Haniltonlan (1.1) and «one eeoond

order oanonioal differential operator ooustruoted for a given

Coxeter group. Is special oaaee this operator proves to be

the Laplaee-Beltraoi operator on eynnetrlc space, JLB a oon»

oequence of this relationship, mrwj of the results derived by

Harleh-Chandra, Beresln* Earpalerich and Cindikin [?4
t
 25, 26,

27, 351 in haraonic analysis of symetric spaces- СЕП be ex-

pressed In terns of quentim systems. On the other hand, a

znzriber of i oroulae obtained in the above mentioned works

and generalised in thia paper for an arbitrary root system,

are new aathenatical results»

In the first Section we shall investigate the so-called

aystems of type I, potentials of which (see (1.2)) are бе-

fined by the function:



Other type» of potentials, in particular, potential* of the

type (1.4), end of the types (1.6) and (1.8) related to sym-

metric spaces of positive and negative curvature, ftall be

dealt with in the seoond Section*

This paper consists of five sections. Baslo oO£4epts,

the theory of roots and symmetric spaees are outlined in

Sections 2 and 3» In Section 4 we shall give an abstract

definition of quantua syatea related to root system, and

-establishe a relationship with the canonical operator men-

tioned elsewhere. Basic results for type I systea are de-

rived in Section 5.

Vow we shall illustrate воде of these results with the

help of a siaple example of one particle in potential «*^"*

In this case

where it is convenient to write

о

О. (Ы5)

We are interested in the solutions

The following results can easily be demonstrated.

1) Рог $*>*-£ * the operator H is self-conjugate.

2) Its spectrum is continuous and covers the semi-axis

3) 3he wave function of zero-energy etate is of the form:

(1.17)



4) On substituting Y£ s % *&$*. » the operator H is

transformed into the operator - В/Si , where

we shall normalize the function <^fy) by the condition

ш и Jq. (1.16) then takes the font

FOJ
1
 ii« rr* t *be operator Б is the radial part of

the Laplace operator in spherical coordinates in the space R.'.

Ividently, here we are dealing with the free notion of

a particle in n-dimeneional space* She potential *(&)

arises on changing over to spherical coordinates*

5) We shall now give the solution of Sq. (1.19) in an expli-

cit formt

Hence we obtain the expansion of ^cf*-) as a series

and its aeysptotic behaviour as

Similar reoults hold In a general case as well*

Xhe authors express their indebtedness to Dr. S. I.

Gelfand and Dr. A. B. Zamologchikov for reading the nanu-

soript and valuable геш&тке.



2. GROUPS QEKIBASSD BY BSKLBCflOHS AJTO ROOT ЯГЗЯИв

The result* given here «re drawn from {.29, 30» 31J •

1* Let ^f be • vector spaoe of finite dimension*• t* «re

interested in finite group* which are generated by the re-

flections in ^ • Let jp be the space conjugate to fjj

Then the reflection with respect to the hyperplancf

(2.1)

where «6 is such a vector from TO that

Z. (2.2)

Consider a finite subset of nonzero vectors R. * v^jC n

generating £} and satisfying the following condition:

Por every #C€ K. there exists a reflection $i (2.1),

(2.2) which conserves K. >

S^^s^l <**ft). (2.3)
The system of vectors (v is called the root system,

and the group w generated by all reflections (2.1)» the

Coxeter group» The dimension of the space & is oalled the

rank of the root system K. . The Coxeter group so defined

is finite. Classification of all finite Coxeter groups shall

be given at the end of this Section.

Bxeaple 1

bet W Ъ* the group of symmetry of a regular 2n-polygon

generated by She reflections with respect to heights. As ft

we may take a set of unit vectors orthogonal to the lines

H4, with respect to which the reflections ere considered:



Fig. 1

group Ц/ is denoted by 1
г
O i ) and ie called the

dihedral group* for odd h , the group Xj (b) transferee

any arbitrary root «C into any other root. If (1 is even,

the root set R. ie divided into two orbits: two neighbour-

ing roots belong to different orbits.

Consider the hyperplane H ^ = {. % i § I 4?(fy *G,oL£R.}
Connected components Л of the set f> N \J HJL are called

the leyl ahanbera. One such chamber is shown in K g . 1 by

shaded area.

let the space f> be the direct sum of the eubspaoes

f>£ . .. & % . lor any i , let Jtt be a root

systea in ^ . Then the union Rs^UH. 2... UR.H will

be « root nyeteo in 6 . Xhe Ooxeter group W is iden-

tified with the product of the groups W(Hi) * d e root eye-

tea «v is called the SUB of the root systeas &/ . If

such an expansion is not possible, the root system is said

to be irreducible.



2. We aball take two subaota in the root ayatem ft • №sv

a hyperplane in the ape.ee $p aueh, that It does not contain

any root. The roota lying on one side of the hyperplane are

aaid to be positive «1th reapeot to'tha ordering introduced.

Denote then by R.+ . Bvidently, & * fc
+
 \)(r$+) , fhe aet

(2.4)

i» obviously a feyl chamber In the aenae of the definition

given earlier* It ia called positive.

for almost any rector <L 6 *O , there ezlata a unique

element X from the Coxeter group W aueh that the vao-

tor i*. belongs to the positive chamber Л (2.4)*

Лчмп aaong the poaitire roots R,̂ . we can uniquely pick

out a subset of roota П , each of which ia not a linear

combination of any other roots in R. ̂  with positive ooef-

ficienta* they are called alnple roota. Evidently, they

fon, the baaia of the apace & •

In Example 1 (Pig. 1) the line which defines ordering

ia shown by a dotted line, fhe root» /
f
 , /

;
 , and *C

3

are poaitire. Positive Weyl ohaaber la shaded. Simple roots

from £<* are d± and ^i .

3. bet S be an algebra of polynomials defined on the

space ¥j , 5 {be lta aubalgebra consiating of ele-

ments of S , which are invariant with reapact to the Cozeter

group, and n-vank ( n « dim ft ). According to Chevalley

theorem, there ezist h homogeneous algebraically indepen-

dent polynomlala (invariantз) ЗцГР, $*
z
fa). .. ^V^f^)

which generate the subalgebra S ( ̂ ^ V
if
 ... V

H

are the orders of polynomiala). for each Coxeter group, the



orders УА t У»,.-- ^ъ are uniquely defined; the order

\'if\ of the Coxetsr group V/ and the number of roots •£

in R, are simply oonneoted with the orders s

= V , l / a • . . .»/„ (2.5)

the dlnensioasf *({ ) of the space * of noMogeneouiPlnva-

rlant polynomial* of degree С Is aqoal to the number of

solutions of the equation:

In non-negative integers.

Hence we obtain the following expression for the gene»

ratine, function ffc Ct) of <f
H
(t):

Л * V (2.8)

The series F*£t) is called the Poincare series of the al-

gebra s .

An Element Л of the algebra S la «aid to be antl-

inYariant, if J(^)sotUgAif) (St W) *
}

bet

(2.9)

where K.+ is a eet of positive roots. Every anti-invariant

element A is of ihe form»

4. Iu addition to the condition (2.3) we shall aow impose

one йоге condition on the root system* Since the Coseter

Aa i'-:A group w is generated by reflections, we have

det S - * 1.



group W(R.) is finite, it is possible to introduce a

*-inrariant scalar product in the space fj> • d e n the re-

flection $L&) (2*1) can be expressed as

lots' that on identifying ft and f> , ftroe (2.2) »• get

*, (2.12)

low impose the condition of integrality»

all <,ув€ R (2.43)

Ibis case is called crystallographic one* the Coxeter group

W£R»^ o f this particular oase is called the feyl group*

The roots from R, can be expanded in simple roots fro» П

with integral ooefflcients. Crystallographic root systems

arise in the classification of semi-simple Lie algebras and

symmetric spaces. Such systems shall be described below.

It can be shown that if «6 is a root, than only the

root ~«0 is colllnear to it (which is obvious). and £•£.

and -2«C may also be collinear. If there is at least one

such root in K* , then the system in said to be nonraduoed.

5, We shall now examine the classification of root systems

for a crystallographic case.

By Tirtue of integrality condition (2.13) it follows

that the angles Sy Ц-
 f
 2S

 f
 §Л aej exist between two

simple roots^

Bxample g

All root systems of rank 2 are iaomorphie to one of

ttte following fire types:



\

fig. г

In this figure simple roots or* shown by solid arrows,

and the corresponding leyl chambers are shaded. The symbols

used to denote the types of systems are explained below* The

system *fe, decomposes into two systems of rank 1 and is

reducible* The system & С ^ ±в nonreduced because it con-

tains double roots.

We shall now give a list of reduced irreducible root

systems. Op to isomorphism they are defined by the so-called

Dynldn graphs. Dynkin graph of the root system f̂  is a graph

whose Tertices are the elements of a set of simple roots П.

Two different vertices J- and Ь are connected by 0, 1,

2, or 3 segments, depending on the magnitude of the angle



between the root» ' C u d 5 {£%&.2! ii ). In

the laat two оме* th« roots JL wu.fi Ълт* different len-

gths, therefore we shall place the sign ot lz«quallty >

on two or three aeeaents directed toward» the vertex aovvts-

po&dlag to the leaser roots*

Syalcin graphs corresponding to rsduowd irr»d»*iT»le

of гоо
ж
а are the

Ло-оо— -ос <
-GXO ( Л? 2 Tfltioee)

- С ^ О ( Л* 3 Tertices)

4 rerti'sss)

f f
О 6

Beaidea* for each fl 9 1, there exists a unique non-

reduced irreducible root eyatem ftCt\ wbioh is the union of

Б* and С
ь
 .

The first four infinite series are called classical root

syeteaw, while the other special systeaa.

fe shall now describe these syateoa (aee [2Sj , (30J ).

Let f£&, ... ^ь } denote a canonical basis in the space R

Construction of At*

As the apace r> let us take a hyperplane in Iv

for which <^
<
-»^

t
+... < К { ]



Am П г-, . a y t a k e a a e t o f t h e t y p e П » ^

T h e V e y l g r o u p W i * • p e r m u t a t i o n g r o u p o f t h e s e t

Construction of 8>h. ^ , R . £ l в ; *££*«;

She baale le

la the product of • permrtation group and a group of treme-

foraatio&s which ehaage the sign of the rectore £{ .

Conatruction of ^M. ^
в
 Iv ̂

j} The basis ie

coincides with the Veyi group of

The baei. i.

е
Нч-£и, ttMi€n}. The leyl group

is the product of a perautation group and a group of trans-

formation which ehaage the sign of ете& number* for eooe €t'

Conatruction of £ t. £ * Я , H r { ± в|* ̂  /'>У^

,- la even)L The baeie ia П^

Conatruetion of

lntereection of the system t/ and a vector apace ge-

nerated by the firat seven vectors of the basis of B.

fanfftruotion of Д*

The intersection of the system £g and a vector apace gene-

fated by the firat eix vectors in .the baaia of » .



ft

Л
Oonstruction of

She basis ie n«{^-<t,

The Weyl group V i» the dihedral group XjCQUrt Ik, 1).

gonstraetion of

This is the only nonreduced root system. It is %*м UBion of

the systems »»» язаЛ. С^ t

In addition to the Weyl groups mentioned above, there

also exist finite groups generated by the reflection* in

spaces of dimensions 2, 3, and 4* These are the dihedral

group Ig Си) and the groups denoted by Hj and Ну , We

shall now give a complete liet of pairwise nonisoaorphic

Cozeter groups (see page 17)*

l?



Table 1

Type of group

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10,

11.

B
n
 n * 2

D
a
 n» 4

=8

=7

B
6

*4

G
2

Я
4

• в,

• I
2
(n)

n » 5, a??

Ordor of invariant

2«3i«.., Cn+1)

2,4,«*«, 2n

2,4,..»,2(n-t), n

2,8,12,14,13,20,24,

2,6,8,10,12,14,18

2,5,6,8,9.12

2,6,8,12

2,6

2,12,20,30

2,6.10

2, n

number of roots in R
+

n(n+1)/2

n
2

n(n-1)

30 120

63

36

24

6

60

15

n

•

Bote:

1. As already mentioned the last three eases are not crys- \

tallograpbic ones. j
i

2. Groups of reflections of regular polyhedrons, for example. !

A~ - group of tetrahedron, B, - group of cub* and octa-

hedron, H, - group of icosahedron and dodecahedron, are j

Cozettr groups of third rank.



3. SYMMETRIC SPACES

1 • In this section we shall giro the facts from the theory

of symmetric spaces that are seeded for our further investi-

gation. Proofs of these statements can be foundi say, 1 А

[32, 33, 34, 35] .

A symmetric space is a manifold with a metrio, at each

point it which is defined the symmetry (-transformation
 O
f

this space, square of which is equal to identic*! te*n»£or-

mation, but which itself is not an indentity) wUlOb retains

the metric relationship.

An equivalent definition is that the covarittt deriva-

tive of curvature tensor of the space is equal to Sero. It

iB known that any symmetric spece X can be realized ad a

set of cosets /K of connected Lie group $ on some

of its subgroup К , The subgroup К here coincides with

the set of fixed points of involutive automorphism С of

the group СГ . Thus, a symmetric space is necessarily

homogeneous, I.e. the group G acts transitively on this .

space. This means that any point X€. Д can be obtained fron :

a certain fixed point X» by means of transformation of the ,)

group 6 '• X- $*o, §€& • The subgroup К is defined by \j

the condition KJto«X
s
 К б К and is a stationary subgroup \

Ц
of the point X

o
 . |

We shall consider only Riemann symmetric spaces, i.e. -

symmetric spaces which are Riemanian manifolds for which the Ц

metric is positively defined. /

Automorphism is called involutive if G"* a 1 and 6^ |

19



ЩхяшоТлш

1) X is a two-dimwnwional Euclidean plane R *

R » {*"СХд^ХЛ} , ̂ e £ j l ifl a group of motion* of the

planet £3t(IC,a), |.Х»£Х*& where £.£&* and

КС К * ^0С2) 1в
 а
 group of rotations of the plane.

2) X i» • bobachevtfy Plane, J F ^ ^ - C X o , * ^ ^ )

ХЛХ|*-ХЛ»1> Xo>oJ,e
s
 5UU

t
i)*S0a,l)

 ie
 the group of

motions of the Lobachev*ky plane, and K s U(i)=SO(Z)
 i e

the group of rotations around the point Хо=(^,0,0).

3) Ж is a two-diB«neional unit sphere S*= {x* C*t, Х
г
, x

s
)

t

and he ids the point Хо-(°Л*-) fixed.

v О

4) A/f is a set of real symmetric matrices with zero trace,

Involutive automorphism is

5)
 л
*» is a set of real positively defined symmetric ma-

trices with a determinant equal to unity, 0-

9t
6) X>j is a set of symmetric unitary matrices with a deter-

minant equal to unity, ̂ -SUCh)
}
 fX^fXfl', K=SO(h).

2. As in the theory of semi-simple Lie groups, classifi- j

cation of Rlemanian symmetric spaces shall be made locally \

with respect to Lie algebra (g> of group of motions <? j

In order to define the space X
s
 ' К , however, it is as

well necessary to specify the involutive automorphism C~
t
 \

which defines the stationary subgroup К in the group &
 :

Let 6J. be the Involutive automorphism of the alge-

bra (о . B y means of a given pair ( (5
 ;
 £4 ), called



tha шуятт-tria pair* we «ball reeonatruet the ajMatoic apaoe,

generally apeaklag, la a non-unique ы ш м г . Bat -thie inde-

terminacy, «Mob appears only for poaitire curvature epaoee,

eaa be taken into account.

An invariant quadratic for», the eo-ealled

Oartan font

la defined In tha U * algebra $ , where

л * i» tha operator of adjoint representation* ft» particu-

lar, wa Нате C ^ ^ i , «"• ̂ »>

Since toy definition 6*.* • 1 and «Li* 1, the

Taloea of the «utoBorphia» (Гц ar* equal to 1 aSd «1 • bat

Я. and £* «re the corresponding eigenralne аиЦрасее In

(5 .j Obrloualjr, they are orthogonal to eaoh other in the

aenae of Kllling-Cartan fora (3*1)* Vhe deeoatpoaltion

®=Я+С (3.2)
ia called the Cartan deooapoaltlon. from the definition of

Л* and o~> , we obtain the etruotural relationa

ы

Iota that & ia a aubalgebra of the algebra (9
 (
 and it

ia а Ы е algebra of tha group К • the aubapaee £ can

b«* identified with a space tangential to X at the point

JC© • fhe map *X{a froa the algebra (9 into tha group |

б > шара, in particular, £ Into X • We ahall 000- fi

aider three caaea. .

1) ^ ^ ^ 3 • 0, i.e. X ia as belian ideal in(£* .

Che algebra (̂  iB*non-eemiei«ple. Xna avaoa X ia Iden-

tified with £ • the group Q aota aa a group of afflne

tranaforaationa X: X-* JotC^X+i, ^*Ск,1),КС К,

at



It le a semi-direct product of *h» «tttgroup К and invaria-

nt Subgroup & (see Bxarnpl* 4)*

2) о i« • seal-simple no&ooapaet algebra.

3) § 1B I semi-simple compact algebra.

On the tangent space $L It is always possible to

choose positively defined quadratic form invariant with

respect to the adjoint representation of the group & .-

Since the Killing-Cartas form (3*1) is nondegenerate on eeai-

eimple algebras, for the case (2), we can use the Kllliag-

Cartan fora as such a form, whereas in case (3) a Killing-

Cartan fora with opposite sign can be taken. Using a group

traneformation, we can шар such a fora over the entire space

X • Thus, the space aquirea a Rieaann structure» We

obtain a simple expression for the curvature tensor at the

point X» in the basis \Xjj of the space Jv t

This formula shows that Irrespective ot the choice of the

form, for the ease (1) the space Л has everywhere sero

curvature in two-dimensional plane, for the case (2) every-

where nonpositlve curvature, and for the case (3) everywhere

nonnegatlve curvature.

Examples

7. Examples 1 and 4 Illustrate Case 1. In Example 4,

is a set of pairs f£, « ) , where ^€dl*Kt .„€ &

and X. are skew-symmetric matrices with sero trace.

In Example 5, >o is an elgebra of real matrices

with sero trace, the algebra X- • and the space & are

the same as in Example 4*



9* Samples 3 and б oorreapond to Caae 3. ($ li in al-

gebra of akew Hermitian matrices with s«ro trace, £ la the

apaea of akaw Herutftian symmetric matrices with «его trace,

and the algebra & ia the aaae aa before.

low let (<S\ &&,) Ъе an arbitrary ajnoeetrio pair.

Then it can be ezpreeaed aa the aim of ita ideal! I

r
 ®

S
 <?% <?• G\ (3.5)

which are lnrariant with reapect to 6V. , and orthogonal

In the sense of Cartan form. Let Qa.°, 6 V t •** 3̂t*

be the corresponding restrictions on the automorpbi»

Then ( ®°, & ), ( S", Ĉ C ), and ( @
+
, Л? ) will

be symmetric pairs of the types 1, 2, and 3 reapectirely. By

rlrtue of (3.5)• any symmetric space X can be decomposed

aa a direct product:

of symmetric spaces of zero (type 1\ negatire (type 2), and

poaitire (type 3) cturrature.

There exists an interesting correspondence (tripliclity)

between these three types of spaces. Let ( 4§ ~, b\ ) be

a symmetric pair of type II and

<S~=ft*£ O.6)
be its Cartan decomposition (3.2). Consider a new decompo-

sition:

®*-*+i£ (3.7)
Then (& is a compact semi-simple Lie algebra, and

( (I) t 6a. ) is a symmetric pair of type 3. low define a

new algebra \6 as the rum (3.6), formally taking that

• 0. The corresponding symmetric pair ( ([) , 6^ )



«if type 2 uniquely define* the other two pair* of type 3 and

1gr?e 1* This means, after passing отег to the apace*» that

far a given pair ( ($~
}
 ^A. ) there exist* a triple of *yn/-

mstxio *pacea ( X ^ X ^ X )*)having identical stationary

subgroups which belong to different type** Xuclideen, hyper»

colic, and spherical geometries art realised on these apace*,

and there exist simple formulae of transitions between them.

A symmetric space X is called irreducible, if the

algebra \5 is simple* Any space X can be decomposed

as a direct product of Irreducible spaces. Thus, to locally

classify irreducible symmetric spaces of type 2 (and conse-

quently, spaces of types 1 and 3) it suffices to- list all

the involutive automorphisms of simple non-compact algebras

of Lie. TbJLe problem has been completely solved by S. Cartan.

We shall give the claeciflcation of symmetric spaces, on the

basis of the so-called systems of restricted roots.

Let (*> be a simple non-compact Lie algebra, and

у be a «r»-»i»4i commutative subalgebra is the space & ,

where SL is a component of the sum (3*2).

Consider an adjoint representation ot the subalgebra

Sp . Since the subalgebra (̂  is commutative, all the

operators of adjoint representation can be reduced то dia-

gonal form. The eigenvalues of this operator are linear

functions of h (y€ Y ) * Denote them by ^(j}) < The

corresponding eigenvalue subspeces

are called root subspaces. Since the Killing-Carton £erm

there exist several spaces X corresponding to thie pair.



ia nondegenerate on a simple algebra ($ , put the

vector «Li Ф i» correspondence with the

eigenvalue •tClj}=(«£>{j) . The eet of vectore ft»{^} fora

a system ot rr,ota of the space >̂ Is tl> sense of the de-

finition given in Section 3. If X is irreducible sym-

metric space, then R. is also irreducible, and, in central,

it is nonreduced system of roots» Let M ^ * tvW*l d^^ be

the multiplicity of the root. The set { («Ц ttU^lfc} is

called a system of restricted roota. Bvery irreducible иут-

setric space X is defined up to the isomorphiM of its

system- of restricted roots* Tftw fW^" ft ft

is defined to be the rank of the root system & * fable 2

lists the subsystems of simple roots and the corresponding
г с

irreducible symmetric spaces of negative curvature.



Table 2

IHREDOCIBLE ЭТНИЕПИС SPACES OP lOB-POSITIYS CURYATUHE

A. Claeeical Type

roots

AH

Си

BDI e""-*i'WAiaw*i

Dill
SQ*(2h)IU(h) QfrV **»с

ci ipCn&yiUCh) h С»

** Ch J '

•pace



Tabl* 2 contd.

2. Special Тур*

Carton's
notation Rank Sjetem at restricted

root»

Bill £b£t<l)/SO(10)bSO(2) 2

ет

EVI

mix
e

и

га

GI в
г(г
>/Шг.)фМ(1) г

Bc
2

' * 1

oo*o

4 4 t t

Ft, 0-0>0-0

Vote i

1. For notations of groups and algebras, see £32] f In

particular, for special algebras the parameter istWHK"tlu

is shown in brackets,

2. Symmetric spaces with complex groups of motions are not

included in tbese tables. Their classification is the s
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a* the classification of simple algebra». Their restricted

t9»t eystems are reduced and irreducible systems (i.e. the

ease ВС*, is excluded) and all the multiplicites
 M

4.

are equal V 2*

i» the table has been compiled with the help of the data pub-

lished in p2] and [33] • Correspondence between them was

established by checking the dimencioi: of the symmetric space:

On the other hand, we have

4. She following isomorphisms hold true:

1. AI (n • 2) - AIII (p « q « 1) - BDI (p « 2, q • 1) • CI (n-1)

2. BDI (p- 3, q - 2) • CI (n • 2)

3. BDI ( p • 4, q • 1 ) - С И ( р • q • 1)

4. AI < n«4 ) « BDI ( p • q • 3 )

5. All ( n - 2 ) - BDI ( p - 5, q - 1 )

6. AIII ( p - «i • 2 ) « BDI ( p « 4, q - 2 )

7. AIII (p - 3. q • 1 ) • Dili ( n - 3 )

8. BDI (p - 6, q - 2 ) - Dili ( n - 4 )

Example

10) In Example 5 $ * ^ t A | C ^ . . . «fr»,)},

(̂ 'f')*̂ !"̂ ;» f
A
* %

 ±e e
 «atrix in which the element <i,J)

is equal to unity, and the other elements are zeros. Obflously,

• 1. The system of restricted roots i* of the type jf^.

3* In this .-.:-jtion we shall study the functions and operators

defined on symmetric spaces. First we shall introduce a co-

ordinate system, called spherical'system, on the space X

As usual, let fp be a Cartan eubalgebra in the tangent •



apace £ . Any element ?€ iL ia eoi^ugated with

aoa* «learnt from tj€ ̂ > by мала of adjoint repre-

aentation of atationary aubgroup К j

1тМС*Ц**Ь «•*• " (3.9)
lot* that for a giren f , neither К nor ft !• uni-

quely defined. Two aabgroupa azlat ia the group К •

( 3
*

1 0 )

Tranefonution of M , ae ia evident from (3*9) and (3.10),

conaervea the whole algebra >̂ , while tranaforoation of

И C M eonaerrea each element in \j> . Thus, an

element К in (3.9) ia defined up to the tranaformationa

of the aubgroup M , and Ь up to the traneformatione

of the factor group W» M/fj (*)
 t
 <&„ group \f/ ±

e
 finite

and coincidea with the Weyl group of the reatricted root

eyatem K. .

low we can fix aome Weyl chamber A in 6 . I n

thia chamber there exiate a unique element л for a giren

Г (3«9)« In thia case К ia defined up to the trana-

formationa of the aubgroupe M ' .

It can be ehown that the Cartan decompoaition (3.2)

together with (3.9) giTea a method for writing a epherical

decompoaition for any point X :

^ = 1СЛХ|>5Л. (3.11)

where g € Л and ia called the epherical radial part of

X , whereaa K 6 ^/M
f t l

 is called the angular part.

Thus, there ie a one—to-one correspondence

~Х (3.12)



11) Sh* coordinate system Introduced in th* spaces &
Z
 , 14

•ad $ Ctxamples 1, 2, 3) coincide with th* usual spherical

ooordlnat* system, and W is л group of line reflection and

th* Weyl chamber A 1» » half-line.

12) Tor the apace Хщ in Bxarnpl* 4, the decomposition (3.11)

that any real Bjm»liLc aatrlz of order h with sero

trace can be reduced io diagonal fora by aeane of orthogonal

transforaation. (The «et of diagonal aatricee («ее Жх. 10)

oan be taken to be a* the apace В >. Since the diagonal

eleaenta are determined up to the order of sequence, the aub-

group M is a group of their permutations. The Weyl group

W coincides with the group M because M*'**s {£f

By choosing soae ordering for the diagonal element* (for

instance, fa> \i>' • • fyft ), we fix the feyl chamber.

A similar atateaent is true for the spaces Xf, and Xj,

giTen in Examples 5 and б respectirely.

4. On any symmetric space there exist operators commuted

with transformations from th* groups Cf . W e shall, how-

етег, confine ourselves to a consideration of differential

operators. By analogy with the usual Laplace operators in

th* space H , thes* are also called the Laplace operators.

In particular, the Laplace-Beltraml operator В is a Lap-

laclan* IT is a second order operator and is constructed

in an invariant form (3*1) $ic on the spec* X :

). (3.13)

Laplace operators form a commutative algebra.

ao



Sinoe the Laplace operator* art* eoamutative, there

exist general •igenfunctions for them, bet 1С be a

rector from fi
+
 . Consider a function on X «etiefyiag

the following conditions*

1. If & Is a Laplaoe operator, then 2>
<
Ь*(*)

а
 fo(

K
)tyx

«here $}(*) la the elgenralue of the operato- ID ч

2. Che function ^cO«) is I-invariant, i.e. it Is defined

by its values in the leyl charter Л In accords»** with C*,

3. <*»*<«)=*.

She functions ч ^ С х ) are called 2Sfifil_fifi2

ft.3 tollcmtae stateaent holds truet if eb

there exists a transformation g of the Weyl group V/ i

such that K'*SK . Thus, if <p and $p are nade iden-

tical yby neane of Killing-Cartan font, then it may be asserted

that for any К.€>Л (Weyl charter) there exists a unique sonal

spherical function

13) X is a sphere A « The Laplace operators are poly-

nomials of the usual Laplace operator on a sphere (Laplace*

Beltrani operator)!

The solutions to the equation

are sonal spherical functions. These are Legendre polynomialsi

low onwards we shall only consider the K-inTariant

functions on symtetric spaces* Since the Laplace operators

commute with shifts, they induce their radial parts on these

functions.



In Xxaaple 13 the radial parta of laplaoa operator are the

polTnoalala of the operator £

Ar corollary of СЬетаИву tfaeorea (Seetion 2} la the

following et«rtaa«rt« Хл. the algebra of radial parta of

taplaee operatom « и м exLata h « * * < * « ^ (так) of

fmotloaally iadtftBiaat caoaratora. tbaaa gaaaratora alao

ooataln tbm radial 9*vt of tha Laplaoo-Beltraai operator.

By штат of «teal apborioal fanotloaa* «a oan daflaa

tba analog of foorlar laraaafora for K-lsTariaot funetioaa

o» X • bat yt^) ^ c ^ f ' ) °* *
 жоол1

 •pbarleal

ftmatlon, and dfAty) la an Invariant ataaora ов 6 da-

rlva* froa tba lavarlant aeaaure on X from tba daeoapo»

altlon (3.11). then w» aball daflx&a the funotion *f(K) In

tar» of tba funotion /ty)

Лага exlata aueh a aeaaure dft(£\ on % , that

Iota that for poaitlwe ouxrature apaoaa the integral (3*15)

turna Into a «erlea.

5» . low oonalder a aero ourrature apaoe Л . « let

(%L ••• ̂ й ) °*
 tll#

 eoordinatea of the Teetor

л^ 6 la an orthonoraal baala, M / be the aultlpll-

oltjr of tha root, ft^be a auoajatea of poaitire roota* In

thiu oaaa tha radial part of tha Baltraai operator la of the

forat



tor the operator О we bare

where ^ x / f ) 1в a zonal spherical function. It ЬМ *л

integral repreeentatioztt

where aft(K^ ie an Invariant measure on " / M ' . fht юеаеигеа

which take part in the Fourier transforms on X (3*15) and

(3*16) are of the fora:

(3.19)

*JJ O.ao)

where Wi. is the multiplicity of the root < . As

the zonal spherical function Ф%.О^) has the following asy»-

ptotic expansion:

w h e r e

ээ



4« QOilTDll SYSTEMS COHBECTED WITH ROOT SYSTEMS

Quantu» systems connected with root systems are cons-

tructed in analogy with the corresponding classical systems

dlaouased la [19J •

We shall h#*t r#o»ll this construction. Let ft={t<~}

be a system of root! la n-dimenaional space fp , R.+ be

a subsystem of positive roots, fystytj •••$<•) end p>*(pxr. .fa)

be vectors of coordinate and momentum respectively, £>j=*1 n2j

JA ty/ ) • ?* the interaction constants which

are the same for equivalent roots, i.e. those roots that

are connected with each other by means of transformations

of the group W . This system is described by the Hamil-

tonian:

where the potential is

In this Section we shall consider the so-called systems of

type I, for which

'У* (4.3)

Examples

1) »or a root system of the type ^и-f i we have 1

(see Section 2) \

b-fei
1
 (4.4) 1

Such a system can be regarded as a one-dimensional system

of n particles interacting in palm. This type of system

34



with a potential W x ) of the type (4.3) W M considered In

[7-13J .

2) for a root eyetea of the type 6?2 , we b*»«

% t a $fc~$t <k ff 1, k,l . 1,1,3) and ^*^-WU

(lc,l, and J are permutations of 1.2,3 respectively)i

£ [VCMrtrhh ЧСЦгЬ'ЬН Wb- trM.

fhue
f
 in this caee we have a system of three partiolee inter»

acting as a result of two-particle, as well ae three-particle

forces.

This system with a potential v(X)
 o f t h f c t y p e

 (4.3)

was considered in |16] and [i?J .

Vote that though the Hamiltonian (4*1) is defined on

the whole epace TO , due to the singularity of the poten-

tial at Qfj^ m 0, a particle cannot go out of аоше polyhe-

dral angle called the Weyl chamber Л :

It can be shown that there exists a relationship bvtween a

Hamiltonian H of the type (4.1) with a potential VVxJ

of the type (4*3) and the radial part of the Leplace-Beltremi

operator *> defined on a symmetric epace of zero curvature

(3.16). Let

•UR+

Vote that \*ty) is tbe density of invariant neasure in

C3.19).
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«пега И*4 la the multiplicity of the root «I .

Я м rtlationabip between H u d В la

H*-||<5> *yVf) G»i> (4.8)

Sba oonatante 4 ^ «•••lined la И are related to м
л
 by

(If both *t and 2«t a n contained Is 1 , then the rdot

«C alone fa eonaidered).

If ^«tj la a reatrloted root ayateo of eyanetric

apaoa and И\(«2уй<
>
 la the nultiplicity of the root Л ,

then thea» valuea of the oonatante g^ are oalled group

Taluea». Group valuee of oonatanta can be determined fros

«q. (4.9) • ualag *Ид. given in Table 2.

A quantuB eye tea in an n-dlnenaional space Ъ le

eald to be fl^pnlete^Y $р*»д**Ыл. if there exists V\ inde-

pendent differential operators eoanuting with the Haailtonlan

К end with one another, - integrals of notion* In the

elaaaioal llalt n** О , comutators go orer to Poiaaon

brackete, and thla definition la in agreement with the defi-

nition of complete integrability of classical aeehanlee

(blouville theorem) \?6} .

At the aaae tl«e it auat be remembered that the for* }

mula (4*9) ie ralid ouly for the group case, but alao. say, ]
n J

for all Ooxeter ayateaa. In this ease the operator О ie ;

no longer the radial part of Laplace-Beltrami operator* but, i

aa before» haa the eano structure, la many cases, however, ;

the ayatem remains to be completely iategrable as before.

iA the group ease, am it follows from Section 3

(Chevalley theorem), there exist h independent radial



part* Д^,... Afy of Laplace operator on

Obviously, the operstore

will be Integrals of motion of the quantum syste»* And this

ijritM Itself is completely lntegrable. It baa beta shown

ia [22] that a system of the type IA*.; and system» Of the

type IBCj, are completely integrable for all values

As will Ъе demon trated in Seotion 5, other system* Of rank

2 of the type 1 4 ^ and of the type X л
л
(н) «re also Ooeple-

tely integrable for all та^иев of the coupling oonatant.

5* Systems of type 1

Syeteae of type I ars described by the HBniltonian

where

if ^a^^ft t t h e n 4€&t , but w e ^ +

, (5.3)

I
WU/2, | Л1.1 is the multiplicity of «f i

and K-t is a eybeystem of positive roots. We are interested ]
in the properties of the solution to the Schrodinger equation:

H УьЦиЕкЪС}) t Kty*O for %fO. (5.4)

we shall l i s t below a muaber of such properties.

1. Рог в / > - т К 1 1 » the operator H is self-con-

jugate and therefore i ts eigenvalues t f c axe real.

2. The energy spectrum is continuous and covers the eemiaxis

04 ek< e«.



3. Я м *•*• function of aero-energy state 1» of the form (see

loa. 4*8 end 4.9)>

4« Vor £«;>& It It M T « oonrenient to find the solution

of the Sohrodinger etpwtlon (5*4) in the font

By Tirtu* of (4*8), and froa (5*4) and (3*10), w* get

-(A+uE^/U^^)*^»^^ K*»££TK (5.7)

vh«r«

and the function ̂ ц(^) la here noroal.i£«.d by the condition

<*>
е
Св) - 1 .

5. If Mj, - 0, or y ^ • 1 , explicit ezpreaaiona of

oan be glTen for arbitrary ttoxeter group W >

(5.8)

«here IWI is the order of the Coxeter group)

(5.9)

•in the cryatallographie case e aonredueed root ayeten with
JU «1 oorreaponds to a eynmetrio space with a complex group
of motions (see Vote 2 to Table 2).



She expressions (5.8) and (5*9) ar« self-evident, they are

obtained as a result of synaetrisatlon (or antisyaaetrlxa-

tlon) of the eucponent with respect to the Coxeter group . In

the cryatallographic case the following foranla holds true

In addition:

6. For the group ralues of ^ (see (5.3) and Table 2),

<Ф^(%) is a zonal spherical function (Section 3). Its

integral representation (3.13) la knoim* We shall now write

the explicit, fora ot this integral for symmetric spaces with

a root systea of the type -A^ : Al, All, and BIT (2yv*. «1,4.8)

where К
 l e

 *
h e
 group of orthogonal real matrices ot order

ft for the case II; it is the group Sp{h)(orthogonal quar-

ternlon matrices of order h ) for the case All; and it ie

the group rjt (orthogonal octonlon matrices of order 3 )

for the caae EIV, *№[t) is the inTariant measure on К ,
(
l—lLi'

a
^(liy.

(
frt,)

)
 (kjj (&\ are the diagonal elamuts

of the matrix K^KT"*, If € K.

7. In one case [26} it has been possible to find the tonal

•pherical function in an explicit fora. These are xonal

spherical functions on the space AII1 ( SU(t>,<{) /SCUfQtUfy

) (see Table 2). It can be easily verified that

the formulae given in [26) are not only valid for the group

The function cfc^f*^ should be W -invariant.



rained of the constants, but also for any arbitrary Мл ,

prorided JAJL • 1. fhe operator в (3.16) on the right-band

slda of (5.7) takes the fora»

where

fhe fmotion ̂ V ty) Is glTen by the formula

^ ^ * * ^ ^ f e « ^ . - « O (5.12)

^ - x i th B l f t l dwhere v^-x is the Bessel fnnotlon, and

/у*/..

8. fhe functions ̂ g Г ^ are analytic In a. and are t-

inTariant. Therefore they can be expanded as a series In

•&}/.', the lnTariants of the Coxeter group (see Sections 2

and 3)<

9. for a systea of the type *^M i the inYaviante are

( 5 # u )



and

Гот thia case Bq. (5.7) rewritten la the таПаЫаш i
4
 4

is of the fora [10] :

1С. Рог Eq. (5.7) we may, in principle, obtain the coeffi-

oienta ^m
i}
.^ * % in the eipaneion (5.15).

For ezaaple, as Щ.-+ 0, we have

Hence

11. In some oases quantuo eyctems with the Hamiltonian (5.1)

prove to be completely integrablfa in the sense of the defini-

tion given in Section (4). In addition to the group case men-

tioned therein, there also eXLat other Completely lntegrable

i-»Bteme for all values of $д. « We shall give below the

intagralo of вои!on for these cases.

A) Systems of the type Лк-| . йоге

Рог thia eyetam we oan find the integral o>> of order

in Bomenttun with the help of the formula:



(5.18)

Let (2- ч& fj . H u m all other ^ are determined by «he

recurrent formulat

1Ья operator* J K were introduced first In 128} In • diffe-

rent fora. Expressions were given In [37] (only for the clas-

sical systcaa). the fact that Jjc are the Integrals of ao-

tion has been demonstrated In £18] for the classical case,

and In [22] for the quantum case*

i?or low dlaensions it is possible to gir» an ezpliot

fora of integrals of aotion J.K with o^her higher order

teras. In the formulas given below X= (%$)

and < X > la the trace of n-th degree of the aatriz {Xg^l

explicit expressions for -L3 and 1^ are given in {^0\ and

for 1$ in [11] .
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В) for • systea of the type &£)) we have

H-fShV^fc-WVf^flfb*!,*^ (5.21)
Ih* operator if is of the Лх*1 CJC(^)-^ X*{X««i)

12. Kroa th* explicit font of tta* integral* of notion

(or 0 ы )i it follows ttiet the «ajwptotio bebariour of tb*

ftmetion ^ПсС^Л «в l^i-»>eo (therefore, tie <^-» • •• for

«C € Й.+ ) is of the fore:

(5.23)

In the group case it corresponds to Kq. (3*21) for * копей

aph«rle«l function ФкСф) . lote that the faotorlsatlon (3.22)

) (5.24)

46 ft*
deriTed in & general fora firet in (27j holds truo in the

group case ae well.

We believe that factorisation is possible even for non-

group value* of tbe constant* ^ . (for systeae of the type

«Э



Jfc., . ••• [38] ).

1• «ball now consider a different class of solutions

to th* Sehrodinger equation (5.4), i.e. In the saw* way

aa In 1,7, 8, 9j where systeas of the type « Д ^ bar» Ьеел

studied, wa «hall seek th* solution in th* font

(5.25)

where >%C^) i* * hoaogeneotts function of degree £ , satis-

fying th* equation*

(5.26)

Tor the function fitt^*)we obtain the equation!

where

It* solution, noraallced by th* oondition ^
к
г ^ ) " 1» ie of

th* forai

<5.29)

where 4^. (i) ±
e
 gi

T
en by (1.1^). equations (5.26) and (5.27)

were derired in [9] fsr systeas of the type Д,^ . these

results are true in a general ease as well.



14. Xq. (5*26) has polynomial solutions which are ealled

generalised Ьд'чичНд PQlya/»1i>1g» Unlike 1И the oaae of the

usual laplaoe operator (all Мд • 0) her* ell po3ync*ti,ai

•olutlona of this equation ar» •»lnrarlaat. Chi* fMt,

daaonatrated in [9j for sjratm* of the tjp» ^ . < t *aa

•aeily b« g«xwrall**d to any Coxrttr cyatnu

15. b#t %btl) denote the nuaber of solution* of degree ^

to Eq. (5.26), i.e. it etande for the dlaesaion of the «рале

of generalised hamooie polyno"iale of decree -t • Hie

operator on the left-hand aide of Sq. (9*26) m p a a j ^ )

diawnelxmal apace of W-lnT«rlant poljmoaiala of degree 4 on

acfa(t-i) dlaeneional враса of polynoeiale of degree ( -£- 2)«

Thie is proTed in the eane «ay as for the usual harnoaie poly-

noaiials (see (40J , Chap. 9, Section 2.5). Xhe kernel of

thie nap are the generalised haraonic poljrnoaiale. therefore,

**) (5.30)

Since for all Cozeter eyeteue there exists an inrariant

of order 2 (see Table 1, Seotion 2), the generating function

i* ezpreseed in t e m of the Peineare series

Hence it follows that

(J.33)

«•



V>(* are the orders of invarianta, «ad the dimension

la equal to the number of solutions to the equationt

^•4%+...
 +
^*^А С5.34)

In non-negative integera* In certain ease» it ia possible to

derive an explicit expreaeion for faCt) by deompoaltion of

the function &и(я) into partial fractions in the aaae way

aa done in [39J •

In order to find %%tty in the case of A^-i
 ioT

h * consider the equation

and thd generating function

C+tf'jJ^ (5.36)

tor the number of solutions n
n
(4) of this equation. We

shall gire the raluee of U
h
H) calculated in [39] t

(5.37)

(5.3«) j

(5.39)



#Q+ ***** \
J «5.40)

In these expressions [xj and £Xf stand for the Integral

part of X and the nearest integer to X respective jy.

the asymptotic behaviour of n^M) ior "{»>h i* AtteraAned

by the atrongeat aingularity of the function Н*(() tit the

point t я i. Hence

I
-.

18. Conparicg (5*36) and (5.33) *e obtain for the caae

19* The explicit ezpreeeione for the simplest generalised

harmonic polynomials for the caee ̂ h-

(5.43)

The explicit expression of R^ for arbitrary (. la not

known*

20. For ayateaa with two degrees of freedom (eysteme of

rank 2) the procedure suggested In Section 13 can be used

to separate th* variables and thus to aolve the problem.

A
2
, Bgt G

2
, and I

2
(n) (n • 5, ?, 6) fall under these systems*

This problem was solved in \l\ for the system J.g, and in

fi6, 17] for the system Og. fe shall write the solution

4T



in a g«Mral tot*. • for odd И the Coxeter group of the

ajrate* i.
2
(»») «• •*!!

 M
 of the ayatea Л ^ hae on* orbit,

and for m a It and in cue of the ayatene 6j and tfj ,

two orbita dxaaple 1i Section 2). . Vor all thaaa ayataaa n

la the nuabar of poaitlT» roota* On
 л
^""с

<
"е отаг to polar

coordliiAtaa, wa find that the following idantitiaa are

aetlafladi

1) odd n

* * . ' (5.44)

2) •run n
}

(5.45)

Ualne thaaa Identities, and writing the ware ftmetion

\tf
Kl
 ty) in the font ЧцОр)* 8vt'(*)fb(f) (

wa obtain the equation*:

(5.46)

end



(5.47)

(odd a), and

(•теп n - 2V )

¥• obtain the solution* of the last equation» Using the

saaw eubatitutiona used in the eaae of a ayatam of the typ»

J\^ [7j , and 6r2 [17] , and Baking use of the equality:

where

we arrive at the solution

(5.50)

where P( (x) ia tiie Jacob! polynomdal, and

Prom (5*46) we obtain the aolutlon:

/0 /4 A///**"/

49



If n Is odd, as it-follows from a comparison of the identi-

ties (5.44) and (5,45), we have to put V=h f /4t=O in (5.52). '

. She operator on the left-hend a'ide of Bqe. (5.47) and

(5*48) commute with the Kvnlltonian (5.1). Hence all systems

of type 1 and rank 2 are completely Integrable. Details about

this fact wi.ll be published in the next communication.

21. As before consider a system of rank 2. We shall expand

the wave function Ttzfyl > which has an asymptotic behaviour

(5*23)» in terms of the functions V^£ CfJ(5«52) (expansion in

partial waves)

* * ) (5.53)

This series is nothing else than the expansion in Jacob! poly-

nomials. Therefore the coefficients n( are determined in

the form of Jacob! transform:

T

Гаг some particular values of V , At, ,and ff
t
 these ex-

pressions turn into the well known expansione (see }40] , p.

552)»

where ̂ (^Y) is the Gegenbauer polynomial.

*©,



After Hddsg th* mbetitmtlon ($.6), for tb*

w» »Ъ*«1а «ж «эсравк1ов slaller to (5.53)- Ъ th»

eaa* thle &vm th» «cpaMleB of soaal

tlos lil
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